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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DYNAMICALLY CALIBRATING VEHICULAR
CAMERAS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

The present application is related to claims the filing benefit of U.S.

provisional applications, Ser. No. 61/540,256, filed Sep. 28, 201 1, and Ser. No.

61/478,71 , filed Apr. 25, 201 1, which are hereby incorporated herein by reference in

their entireties.

FIELD OF INVENTION

[oooi] The invention relates to the field of vehicular cameras and vision systems

and, more particularly, to methods and systems for dynamically calibrating the position

or alignment of a vehicular camera in the field.

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

[0002] In an effort to provide drivers with a comprehensive view of their

surroundings, vehicle manufacturers have recently proposed and marketed 360 degree

vision systems which display a "bird's eye" view of the vehicle and its surroundings.

Such 360 degree vision systems typically utilize four wide angle cameras, one at the

front of the vehicle, one at the rear and two at the sides. The outputs of these four

cameras are displayed together on single display screen to provide a 360 degree

image. See, for example, FIGS. 1A, 1B, and 1C, which show a vehicle 10 and the

location of cameras 12a-12d, respective camera images 14a-14d, and 360 degree

image 16.

[0003] A problem arises in attempting to stitch together the aforesaid camera

images into a single composite image in that each camera is not absolutely fixed in

position. There are tolerances during the manufacture of the cameras and assembly

into the vehicle. In addition, and more importantly, the positioning of each camera will

vary over the life of the vehicle as it is driven and subjected to the rigours of the real

world. Vibrations from bumpy roads and door slams, the effects of car washes and

repair and replacement of various parts, as well as the movement of the pivotable

vehicle side rear-view mirror housings, can all have an effect of the position (including

angular orientation) of the vehicular cameras.

[0004] For this reason, the commercial 360 degree vision systems may not be

seamless. Instead, to avoid having to deal with misalignment of and between the four



cameras, the commercial systems basically display the images from the four cameras

in four predetermined regions of the display, typically leaving buffer zones 17 between

the four images as seen in FIG. 1C. In other words, the images from the four cameras

are not seamlessly stitched together to provide a uniform composite 360 degree image

18 as shown in FIG. 1D, which is more visually appealing.

[0005] Typically, the cameras are calibrated when the vehicle leaves the factory

production line. An end of assembly line tester may be used to project predetermined

targets in a controlled environment at known distances from the vehicle. Knowing the

real physical position of various markers, it is possible to define a transfer function that

maps camera pixel locations to real locations, and from this determine an offset to the

nominal camera position. However, this end of line testing method does not solve the

problem of being able to independently calibrate the cameras in the field, where there is

no controlled environment in which pre-designated markers are situated at known

locations. Simply put, it is not desirable to use end-of-line assembly line calibration

based on predetermined targets in a controlled environment to calibrate a vehicular

camera in the field.

[0006] Each vehicular camera has six degrees of freedom, three linear (up-down,

right-left, forward-backward) and three rotational (roll, pitch, and yaw). In attempting to

stitch together the images from the four cameras based on predetermined demarcation

lines defined with respect to nominally positioned cameras, it was noticed that changes

in the three rotational degrees of freedom in particular result in a noticeable visual

distortion in the composite 360 degrees image. Thus, it is particularly desired to

calibrate the cameras with respect to the three rotational degrees of freedom.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0007] The presentinvention presents a method and system for dynamically

calibrating the cameras of a vehicle, such as forward and rearward and sideward facing

cameras that are part of a surround view or bird's eye view vision system or the like.

The forward and rearward facing cameras may be calibrated by utilizing a vanishing

point analysis, such as by utilizing aspects of the vision systems described in U.S. Pat.

Nos. 7,991 ,522; 7,877,175; and 7,720,580, which are hereby incorporated herein by

reference in their entireties, or by utilizing one or more inclination sensors such as by

utilizing aspects of the alignment systems described in U.S. provisional application Ser.

No. 61/513,745, filed Aug. 1, 201 1, which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in

its entirety. The sideward facing cameras may be calibrated by processing of images at

an overlap region of the field of view of the forward facing camera and the sideward



facing camera to determine whether or not an object in the field of view of the forward

facing camera (when the forward facing camera is properly calibrated) is at a

corresponding or correct or predicted location in the field of view of the sideward facing

camera when the object is at the overlap region of the fields of view of the forward and

sideward facing cameras. If the object is not detected by the appropriate or predicted

pixels of the sideward facing camera, the system may adjust the processing of the

camera to shift the images to accommodate any misalignment of the sideward facing

camera.

[0008] The present invention thus provides means for ascertaining the position of

a vehicular camera in the field without manual intervention. The knowledge of the

camera position may thus be used to calibrate the camera so as to seamlessly stitch

together images from all four cameras. It will also be appreciated that the knowledge of

camera position can also be used to calibrate the camera for a variety of other

functions, for example, when one or more of the cameras are used for object detection,

lane departure warning, automatic high beam control and other such driver assistance

purposes.

[0009] In accordance with the present invention, one camera (such as a forward

facing camera) is used as a reference and the other cameras (such as the sideward

facing cameras) are calibrated relative to the reference camera. In this approach not all

the cameras may be perfectly aligned with respect to the vehicle but they will be

calibrated with respect to each other and yield a commercially acceptable 360 degree

composite image. The reference camera may be independently calibrated via any

suitable means.

[0010] In accordance with an aspect of the present invention, calibration of the

sideward facing cameras may be performed when or after the forward facing camera is

properly calibrated or calibrated to be within a threshold degree of alignment or

misalignment. The sideward facing camera and the forward facing camera have

respective fields of view that have overlapping portions. For example, the forward

facing camera may have a field of view of about 185 degrees (or more or less

depending on the particular application) and thus encompass a sideward region at and

forward of the vehicle, while the sideward facing camera may have a field of view of

about 185 degrees (or more or less depending on the particular application) that

encompasses a side region at the vehicle and a forward region and rearward region,



with the sideward region of the forward camera's field of view overlapping or

encompassing the forward region of the sideward camera's field of view. When an

object is in the overlapping area, the system determines the pixel location of the

detected object in the forward facing camera's imaging array, and can thus determine

the pixel location where the detected object should be or where it is expected to be in

the sideward facing camera's imaging array. If the object is not detected at the

determined pixel location (or is outside of a threshold amount from the determined pixel

location) in the sideward facing camera's imaging array, the system determines that the

camera is misaligned or not properly calibrated and the adjusts or shifts the image

processing accordingly to accommodate the determined degree of misalignment of the

sideward facing camera.

[0011] In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, a vehicular

camera is independently calibrated using dynamic images obtained in the field. The

calibration of the forward facing camera is carried out by utilizing the principle of

vanishing points, wherein parallel lines in a scene meet at a vanishing point, such as

discussed below.

[0012] According to this aspect of the invention a vehicular camera is

independently calibrated using dynamic images obtained in the field, such as by

utilizing aspects of the system described in PCT Application No. PCT/CA20 12/000056,

filed Jan. 20, 2012, which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. The

calibration is carried out by utilizing the principle of vanishing points, wherein parallel

lines in a scene meet at a vanishing point. The invention ascertains a vanishing line

based on a locus of such vanishing points. The position of the vanishing line is

correlated to the position of the vehicular camera, including in particular the angular

positions thereof.

[0013] These and other objects, advantages, purposes and features of the

present invention will become apparent upon review of the following specification in

conjunction with the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] The foregoing and other aspects of the invention will be better understood

with respect to the attached drawings, wherein:

[0015] FIG. 1A is a schematic diagram of a vehicle having front, rear, and side

facing vehicular cameras and the fields of view provided thereby;



[0016] FIG. B is an example of images obtained by each of the four cameras

shown in FIG. 1A;

[0017] FIG. 1C is an image provided by a 360 degree vision system according to

the prior art where the individual images provided by the cameras shown in FIG. 1B are

not seamlessly stitched into a composite 360 degree image;

[0018] FIG. D is an image provided by a 360 degree vision system according to

the present invention which seamlessly stitches together the individual images provided

by the cameras as shown in FIG. 1B into a composite 360 degree image;

[0019] FIG. E is a diagram showing the relationships between individual camera

coordinate systems and a vehicle coordinate system;

[0020] FIG. 2A is a diagram showing two lines parallel to a coordinate axis in a

ground plane and FIG. 3A is a diagram showing the effect of these two parallel lines

when projected onto an image plane provided by the camera in circumstances where

the camera situated at its nominal position;

[0021] FIG. 2B is a diagram showing other parallel lines that are angled with

respect to the coordinate axis in the ground plane of FIG. 2A and FIG. 3B is a diagram

showing the effect of these other parallel lines when projected onto the image plane of

FIG. 3A in circumstances where the camera situated at its nominal position;

[0022] FIG. 2C is identical to FIG. 2B, and FIG. 3C is a diagram showing the sets

of parallel lines in FIGS. 2A and 2B when projected onto the image plane provided by

the camera in circumstances where the camera is NOT situated at its nominal position

but has rotated;

[0023] FIGS. 4A - 4C are diagrams showing the motion trajectories of feature

points over successive image frames in a video stream provided by the front camera;

[0024] FIG. 5 is a diagram showing vectors in the image plane derived from the

motion trajectories of FIGS. 4A - 4C;

[0025] FIGS. 6A - 6C are diagrams showing the corresponding motion

trajectories of the feature points in FIGS. 4A-4C in the ground plane;

[0026] FIG. 7 is a diagram showing vectors in the ground plane derived from the

motion trajectories of FIGS. 6A - 6C;



[0027] FIG. 8 is a system block diagram from a hardware perspective of the 360

degree vision system;

[0028] FIG. 9 is a block diagram of an online calibration algorithm executed by

the 360 degree vision system for dynamically ascertaining the position, including

angular rotations, of the front camera;

[0029] FIG. 10 is a histogram showing distribution of vehicle steering angle over

normal driving conditions;

[0030] FIG. 11 is a plot showing the size of steering angle bins over the range of

steering angles;

[0031] FIG. 12 is a flowchart of a vanishing point detection algorithm;

[0032] FIG. 13 is a diagram showing feature point motion trajectories in the

image plane provided by the front camera;

[0033] FIG. 14 is a diagram showing dewarped motion trajectories of FIG. 13;

[0034] FIG. 15 is a diagram showing linearly fitted, dewarped motion trajectories

of FIG. 13, and the location of a vanishing point based on the intersection of such

trajectories;

[0035] FIG. 16 provides pseudo code for the algorithm shown in FIG. 12;

[0036] FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a vanishing line detection algorithm;

[0037] FIG. 18 is a flowchart of a rotational angle estimation algorithm;

[0038] FIG. 19 is a diagram showing various vanishing point and vanishing line

parameters in the image plane which are used by the rotational angle estimation

algorithm;

[0039] FIG. 20 is a block diagram of an online calibration algorithm executed by

the 360 degree vision system for dynamically ascertaining the position, including

angular rotations, of the side cameras;

[0040] FIG. 2 1 is an image showing the motion trajectories of feature points over

successive image frames in a video stream provided by one of the side cameras;

[0041] FIG. 22 is another plot showing the motion trajectories of various feature

points in an image plane provided by one of the side cameras;



[0042] FIG. 23 is a diagram showing linearly fitted, dewarped motion trajectories

of FIG. 22, having an intersection point outside of the image frame;

[0043] FIG. 24 is a diagram showing another example of linearly fitted, dewarped

motion trajectories having an intersection point within the image frame;

[0044] FIG. 25 is an image showing the motion trajectories of feature points over

successive image frames in another video stream provided by one of the side cameras;

[0045] FIG. 26 is a diagram showing dewarped motion trajectories of FIG. 25;

[0046] FIG. 27 is a diagram showing linearly fitted, dewarped motion trajectories

of FIG. 25, and the location of a vanishing point based on the intersection of such

trajectories;

[0047] FIG. 28 is a diagram showing various vanishing point and vanishing line

parameters in the image plane which are used by a rotational angle estimation

algorithm for the side cameras;

[0048] FIGS. 29 and 30 are schematic diagrams showing overlapping regions

captured by front and side cameras, respectively;

[0049] FIGS. 3 1 and 32 show images captured by the front and side camera

respectively which include overlapping regions;

[0050] FIG. 33 is a block diagram of an online calibration system or method of

the present invention;

[0051] FIG. 34 is an online calibration sequence diagram of the present

invention;

[0052] FIG. 35 is a block diagram of a trigger module function of the online

calibration system of the present invention;

[0053] FIG. 36 is a list of states that the trigger module generates based on the

results of misalignment;

[0054] FIG. 37 is a block diagram of a termination module function of the online

calibration system of the present invention;

[0055] FIGS. 38A and 38B are block diagrams of the online calibration control

functions of the present invention;



[0056] FIG. 39 is a table that the online calibration control may use to provide an

output state based on the input from the trigger module in accordance with the present

invention;

[0057] FIG. 40 is a block diagram of the sideward facing camera overlap based

calibration method of the present invention; and

[0058] FIG. 4 1 is a block diagram of the estimation of the corresponding features

between two images from two different cameras in accordance with the present

invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0059] In the present application, unless the context dictates otherwise, the

following terms have the following meanings:

[0060] "ground plane" refers to a real plane parallel to the roadway.

[0061] "image plane" refers to a two-dimensional space provided as an output of

a camera viewing a real three-dimensional space.

[0062] "plane at infinity" means all points at infinity, and refers to a plane that is

perpendicular to the ground plane.

[0063] "horizon line" is the intersection of the ground plane with the plane at

infinity.

[0064] "vanishing point" is a point at which parallel lines in the ground plane

seem to converge in an image plane. If the camera is centered between two parallel

lines in the ground plane which are parallel to the camera optical axis, the intersection

of the two parallel lines is referred to as the "central vanishing point".

[0065] "principal point" refers to the central vanishing point of a camera when

the camera is at its nominal installed position and orientation. This principal point is an

intrinsic camera parameter and provided as part of the manufacturing data.

[0066] "vanishing line" is a locus of estimated vanishing points.

[0067] "camera rotational angles" are the angles that define the actual

orientation of the camera. FIG. 1E shows the position of the four cameras with

respect to the vehicle coordinate system. The right hand system is assumed to be

positive for the rotations. The order of rotations is around Z axis (Rz) -> Y axis (Ry) ->

X axis (Rx). Consider the total rotation of each camera to be defined in terms of its



rotation around the individual camera coordinates: X axis (pitch or a ) , γ axis (yaw or

β ) and Z axis (roll or v ) . The rotations, by definition, are not commutative and thus,

the order in which the camera is rotated around the different axes is important. For our

purpose, the camera is first rolled, followed by yaw and then pitch, making the order of

rotations as Z axis (roll) -> Y axis (yaw) -> X axis (pitch).

[0068] "dewarping" refers to a procedure for devolving distortions produced by a

wide angle camera lens. In the preferred embodiment the vehicular camera employed

for the 360 degree composite image is a very wide angle, omni-vision camera, so the

original images are distorted. A dewarping procedure as known in the art per se is

necessary to account for this distortion and to convert curvy trajectories to straight

trajectories. Once the convergence point (vanishing point) is found, its coordinates are

dewarped to give the final image coordinates.

[0069] The system may first calibrate or align the forward facing camera by

ascertaining a vanishing line based on a locus of such vanishing points. The position of

the vanishing line is correlated to the position of the vehicular camera, including in

particular the angular positions thereof. This aspect of the invention can be better

appreciated with respect to FIGS. 2A-2C and 3A-3C. FIG. 2A shows a ground plane

20, defined by X , Y coordinates. The ground plane is defined by the roadway. FIG. 3A

shows an image plane 20' defined by x , y coordinates. The image plane 20' is provided

in this example by the front facing camera 12a.

[0070] FIG. 2A also shows two lines 22a, 22b that are parallel with the Y-axis in

the ground plane 20. However, these two lines 22a, 22b will be seen in the image

plane 20' as non-parallel lines 22a', 22b' as shown in FIG. 3A. The non-parallel lines

22a', 22b' will meet at a central vanishing point VP0 in the image plane 20'.

[0071] Similarly, referring additionally to FIG. 2B, other sets of parallel lines such

as 32a, 32b and 34a, 34b that are angled with respect to the Y-axis ground plane 30

will be seen as non-parallel lines 32a', 32b' and 34a', 34b' in image plane 30', as shown

in FIG. 3B. The non-parallel lines 32a', 32b' will meet at vanishing point VPi in the

image plane 30' and the non-parallel lines 34a', 34b' will meet at vanishing point VP2 in

the image plane 30'. The locus of vanishing points VP0, VPi, VP2 in the image plane

30' will yield a vanishing line VL. In circumstances where the camera is perfectly

aligned with no rotational error as shown in FIG. 3B, the vanishing point VP0 will be

located at a preordained pixel position (such as at the horizontal centre of the image)



and the vanishing line VL will be perfectly horizontal in the image plane 30' and located

at a preordained vertical pixel height. Thus, FIG. 3B shows the situation in the image

plane when the front facing camera is situated at its nominal position.

[0072] However, if the position including the rotational angles of the front

camera has shifted then, as shown in the ground and image planes 30, 30" of FIGS. 2C

and 3C, the same ground plane conditions (FIG. 2C is identical to FIG. 2B) will

generate shifted vanishing points VP0' , VP-,', VP2' and a shifted (and angled with

respect to the horizontal) vanishing line VL' in the image plane. The changes in the

central vanishing point VP and in the vanishing line VL can be correlated in particular

to changes in the angular positions or roll, pitch and yaw of the vehicular camera,

enabling the camera to be independently calibrated.

[0073] To find parallel lines in a dynamic situation where the vehicle is in motion,

this aspect of the invention selects a plurality of feature points in the scene and tracks

the subsequent positions of these points in a set of image frames acquired from the

camera video stream as the vehicle moves. Thus, for example, as shown in the

schematic diagrams of FIGS. 4A - 4C, feature point j (the base of a traffic sign pole on

one side of the road) and feature point k (the base of a traffic sign pole on the other

side of the road) are tracked at subsequent image frames 40, 42, 44. The pixel

positions of these feature points will change over the subsequent image frames to

yield, for example, vector J , comprising points (x0, y0) , (xi, y ) , ... (xn, yn) , in respect of

feature point j , and vector K in respect of feature point k . The vectors J and K are

graphed in an image plane 50 in FIG. 5 , and can be extrapolated to ascertain the

central vanishing point VP0 in the image plane 50. The corresponding situation is

shown in ground planes 60, 62, 64 of FIGS. 6A- 6C, from which it should be

appreciated that the motion of the vehicle relative to the feature points can be utilized to

extract parallel lines J and K in the ground plane 70 as shown in FIG. 7 .

[0074] In the situation just discussed, the vehicle is shown moving in a straight

line so as to enable the central vanishing point to be determined. However, when the

vehicle turns as a result of a change in its steering angle, the motion of the vehicle can

be approximated over relatively short distances (approximately 0.5 to 2 seconds of

travel time, depending of vehicle speed) as a straight motion at an angle with respect to

the ground Y-axis. Repeating the foregoing process of extracting and tracking the

trajectories of feature points for various steering angle ranges as the vehicle moves will



enable other vanishing points to be determined, hence enabling the determination of

the vanishing line.

[0075] Similar conditions and circumstances exist for the rear and side camera,

but the exact relationship between changes in camera angular position and shifts in the

central vanishing point and vanishing will differ.

[0076] From the foregoing then, it will be appreciated that the present invention

provides a method of dynamically ascertaining the position or alignment of a vehicular

camera relative to a vehicle to which the camera is attached. The method includes the

steps of: (a) establishing a plurality of vehicular steering angle ranges; (b) acquiring a

set of image frames in a video stream provided by the camera whilst the vehicle is in

motion, the image frames defining an image plane; (c) measuring the steering angle of

the vehicle and, for each steering angle range: (i) selecting a plurality of feature points

in the image frames, (ii) tracking a motion trajectory of each selected feature point in

the set of image frames, and (iii) determining a vanishing point in the image plane for

the plurality of tracked motion trajectories; (d) determining a vanishing line in the image

plane provided by the camera based on a locus of said vanishing points; and (e)

determining the position or alignment of the camera based on the position of a central

vanishing point (determined when the steering angle range encompasses 0 degrees)

and the vanishing line.

[0077] In the second aspect of the invention, one of the cameras, preferably the

front-facing camera, is used as a base or reference and the other cameras are

calibrated relative to the reference camera (the reference camera is itself preferably

independently calibrated in accordance with the first aspect of the invention). The

present invention uses the overlapping region between the adjacent cameras (such as

the forward facing camera and a sideward facing camera) to calibrate the sideward

facing cameras. This is achieved by estimating the corresponding features between

the overlapping regions and using these corresponding features to adjust the relative

calibration of the sideward camera, as discussed in detail below.

[0078] This aspect of the invention can be better appreciated with reference to

FIGS. 29 and 30, which respectively show a schematic image frame 200 provided by

the front-facing camera and a schematic image frame 200' provided by one of the side-

facing cameras (such as the driver side camera). The two image frames have a

common, overlapping visual region 202. The common region will look visually different



in the respective image frames 200 and 200' due to the orientations of the cameras and

their intrinsic parameters (for example, the cameras may have different lens angles and

focal lengths) but nonetheless it is physically the same space. Let image frame 200 be

the reference frame. By using the intrinsic parameters of the front-facing camera, the

pixel position of each feature point 206, (in the example, corners of a street sign) can be

resolved to a physical location (X, Y, ∑),. In the image frame 200' to be calibrated, each

feature point is found at a pixel location (x, y),. Each feature point 206, is associated

with a nominal physical position (Χ' , Υ ' , Ζ '), based on the intrinsic parameters of the

side facing camera. However, the actual physical location of each feature point 206, is

also known , i.e., it is (X, Y, Z), as determined from image frame 200. Thus the

changes in the physical locations of these feature points, i.e., (Χ' , Υ ' , Ζ '), - (X, Y, Ζ ),, can

be computed to arrive at a correction factor or corrective transformation matrix. Or, a

transformation may be found to map the pixels in the image frame 200' to the real

physical locations and vice versa, which will differ from the nominal transformation

matrix. Having mapped the pixels in image frame 200' to the real reference frame 200,

a real demarcation line may then be selected in each image frame to seamlessly stitch

portions of these images together. The process may be applied to the other cameras in

turn (for example, the rear camera may be calibrated to the calibrated side camera) to

thus provide a seamless stitched composite 360 degree image.

[0079] From the foregoing then, it will be appreciated that the second aspect of

the invention provides a method of dynamically calibrating a given vehicular camera

relative to a reference camera attached to the vehicle. This method includes: (i)

identifying an overlapping region in an image frame provided by the given camera and

an image frame provided by the reference camera; (ii) selecting a series of feature

points in the overlapped region of the reference image frame and resolving respective

real physical locations of the selected feature points; (iii) locating pixel positions of the

selected feature points in the given image frame; and (iv) determining alignment of the

given camera based on a mapping between the pixel positions of the selected feature

points and the respective real physical locations thereof.

[0080] Referring now to FIG. 8 , a hardware schematic is shown for a preferred

three-hundred-and-sixty degree vision system 100, which includes the four vehicular

cameras 12a-12d, each of which includes a wide angle lens 102 coupled to an image

sensor 04 , a memory 106 and a transmitter 108. The cameras are coupled via the

transmitters 108 to respective receivers 110 on a main electronic control unit (ECU)



112. In this particular embodiment a floating point gate array (FPGA) 1 4 functions as

a multiplexer to provide one of the four camera video streams 116 (each stream

comprising successive image frames captured by the camera at a rate of approximately

25-30 frames per second) to an output line 118 that is connected to a digital signal

processor (DSP) 120. The DSP 120, in conjunction with an associated microcontroller

122, processes the selected camera video stream and carries out the online calibration

(OC) algorithms discussed in detail herein. The FPGA 114 also provides a composite

360 degree view video output 124 to a display driver 126 based on stitching instructions

provided by the DSP 120 via a command line 128.

[0081] The microcontroller 122 is connected to the vehicle command area

network (CAN) via a CAN transceiver 130 and thus can query the main vehicle

controller (not shown) for information such as vehicle speed and steering angle.

[0082] As summarized above, the OC algorithms according to the first aspect of

the invention are based on the concept of vanishing points because the estimation of

the camera angles in these algorithms relies on the estimation of the vanishing line. In

order to determine the vanishing line, it is necessary to estimate vanishing points

corresponding to different orientations of parallel lines in the image. The vanishing line

in conjunction with the spatial position of the principal point is used to determine the

camera rotational angles.

[0083] Ideally, in order to collect various vanishing points in different orientations,

there should be various parallel lines with different orientations in the corresponding

ground plane. However this is not available in reality since the surrounding view or

scene is not a controlled environment. Additionally there exist various external

environmental factors preventing a perfect projection of parallel lines into the image

plane. Thus, the OC algorithm utilizes the relative motion of the vehicle with respect to

various feature points in order to generate motion trajectories to replicate the ideal

situation in which there are parallel lines available in the input image. By selecting

special features in the input images and tracking for short durations, these points move

approximately parallel to the vehicle motion and thus are representative of parallel lines

with respect to the coordinate system being considered. The intersection point of these

trajectories lies on the vanishing point which is to be estimated. When the vehicle

turns, the trajectories have a different orientation depending on the angle of turn. The

locus or collection of the various vanishing points in respect of the various steering



angles corresponds to different orientations of parallel lines, and enables the vanishing

line to be estimated.

[0084] I . COORDINATE SYSTEM

[0085] FIG. 1E shows a vehicle coordinate system that is used in conjunction

with the example described in this publication. The vehicle X-axis lies along the

longitudinal axis of the vehicle. The vehicle Y-axis lies along the cross-car direction or

latitudinal axis of the vehicle. The vehicle Z-axis is the vertical axis (in/out of the page).

The origin point (o) is midway along the front wheel drive axis. Each camera

associated with the vehicle has its own camera coordinate system where the X-axis

always points to the right of the camera, the Y-axis always points away from the

camera and the Z-axis is similar to the Z-axis of the vehicle coordinate system. The

camera coordinate systems are also illustrated in FIG. 1E . The calibration of each

camera is done so that its rotational angles are first estimated with respect to the

camera coordinate system, where pitch ) , yaw β ) and roll ( ) are the rotations

around the X-, Y- and Z- axes of the camera coordinate system, respectively. Once

calibrated, these rotations can be simply transformed to the equivalent rotations in the

vehicle coordinate system as shown in Table 1 below. The rotations around the X-, Y-

and Z- axes of the vehicle coordinate system are termed as Rx, Ry and Rz,

respectively.

Camera Rz (degrees) Ry(degrees) Rx(degrees)
Front Y +90 - β
Left Y +180 - β - a

Rear Y +270 - a β
Right Y a

Table 1

[0086] Table 2 below shows an example of nominal angular positions of the front

12a, rear 12b and side facing cameras 2c, 12d in a sample vehicle. Note that the

roll, pitch and yaw for each camera implies change about a different vehicular axis, e.g.,

for the front camera pitch is defined as the angle about the vehicle Y- axis and for the

right side camera pitch is defined the angle about the vehicle X-axis.

Camera Rz (degrees) Ry(degrees) Rx(degrees)



Front 90 62 0
Left 180 0 -12
Rear 270 -45 0
Right 0 0 12

Table 2

[0087] II. FRONT CAMERA

[0088] A system block diagram of an online calibration (OC) algorithm 50 for the

front camera 12a in accordance with the present invention is shown in FIG. 9 . Inputs to

the algorithm 150 include: (i) data confirming the active camera 12 (front 12a, rear 12b

or side 12c, 2d camera); (ii) the intrinsic parameters (principal point, focal length, lens

map) for the camera under consideration; and (iii) CAN bus data including the

instantaneous vehicle speed and steering angle. In an initial module 152 the vehicle

speed and steering angle information is recorded for every image frame captured by

the algorithm. In a first module 154, the vanishing points are detected using a motion

tracking method. In a following module 156, the vanishing line is estimated based on

the locus or collection of the estimated vanishing points for the various steering angles.

The estimated central vanishing point in conjunction with the vanishing line leads to the

final module 158 of the OC algorithm - the computation of the three camera rotational

angles in the camera coordinate system, namely, a , β and v .

[0089] A . Inputs

[0090] The processing of successive image frames in step 152 is conditioned

upon two important inputs: steering angle and vehicle speed. The steering angle is one

of the major inputs of the OC algorithm 150. Using steering angle data captured during

approximately ten hours of normal driving in a variety of scenarios using multiple drivers

and with no special maneuvers, the inventors ascertained that during the different

driving maneuvers the steering is held almost constant at different corresponding

angles within a very small variation range for a computationally reasonable amount of

time. FIG. 10 shows a histogram of thirty consecutive frame sets lying in the same

steering angle range observed during the normal driving along urban routes by multiple

drivers. The steering angle has been partitioned into bins 60 from - 80 degrees to

+180 degrees in varying increments of 6 degrees or more for this experiment. The way

the angles are partitioned is determined by an external function in which the central

angles are (such as about -6 to +6 degrees) divided into two central bins with a width of

six degrees. The bins have symmetrical structure. The width of the bins for positive



and negative angles is the same. The larger the angle becomes the wider the

corresponding steering bin. FIG. shows an example of steering bin structure with

linear increments for the bins 160 as the angles increase. Note that in alternative

embodiments, nonlinear increments for the steering bins 160 may be used.

[0091] Furthermore, although with a change in the steering angle the vehicle

inscribes a circle, for a very short duration (such as less than or around 1-2 seconds or

thereabouts) the path of the vehicle with respect to any point being tracked on the

ground could be considered to be a straight line. The sharper the steering angle, the

slower the movement of the car and the lesser the distance traveled in a curvature.

This further helps to approximate the vehicle motion for very short durations by a

straight path even for sharper turns. This allows for the detection of parallel trajectories

in the same direction as the path of travel described by the wheels which is at an angle

with respect to the vehicular coordinate system. Thus, a different set of vanishing

points could be computed for these different set of parallel lines which are at different

angles with respect to the vehicular coordinate axes and these vanishing points lie

along the vanishing line.

[0092] The change in the steering angle from the neutral (or 0 degree) location

causes the wheels of the vehicle to move at an angle with respect to the body of the

vehicle and thus, any points tracked when steering is non-zero inscribe parallel

trajectories which are at an angle to the X-axis of the vehicle coordinate system. To

maintain linearity and constancy of the inclination of the trajectories, the captured

images are processed as a single set for small increments of steering angles.

[0093] The estimation of the vanishing point within each steering bin is thus

conditioned upon the steering angle, whereby the input images are processed as a

single set only if the steering angle is held within a particular range defined as steering

bin. With any change in the steering out of the defined range, the previously computed

trajectories are stored and the processing of a new set of images for the new steering

bin is initiated

[0094] The estimation of the vanishing point within each steering bin is also

conditioned upon the vehicle speed. The speed of the vehicle has no effect in the path

the trajectory follows in the image plane other than the fact the trajectory moves at a

faster pixel rate across the frame at higher speeds. So, similar to the steering bin, if the

speed values are held within a particular range, pre-defined in the algorithm, the speed



bin remains constant. If the speed varies out of the defined range a new speed bin is

introduced and several parameters such as tracking duration are updated. The new set

of features is thus tracked according to the new set of parameters. For instance the

increment in the speed bin causes the features to move faster and therefore the

tracking duration will be shortened.

[0095] B. Vanishing Point Detection

[0096] A flow chart for the vanishing point detection module 154 is shown in FIG

12. The main inputs 154A to the vanishing point detection module 154 include the

image frames of the video stream, steering angle, and vehicle speed. The main goal of

this module is to produce the vanishing point based on the available input data.

[0097] In an initial step 154B a data structure is constructed for tracking

trajectories across a variety of steering angles. In a following step 154C the best

features in a region of interest (ROI) that can lead to the determination of the vanishing

point are detected and stored. For the front-facing camera, the ROI is close to the

visible horizon line. Ideally the ROI should cover the road sides and not that much of

the ground.

[0098] In the following steps 154D - 154G, various feature points are extracted

and their motions tracked to generate trajectories. For a pre-configured set of frames

(which is a function of speed and steering bin), a new set of features are extracted and

tracked over time. The tracking algorithm is based on motion vector estimation using

block matching where, for each feature to be tracked in the current frame, a small 8x8

neighborhood around that feature is considered and the best possible match in a small

window of pixels in the next frame is found. It is then assumed that the feature in the

current frame has moved to the detected location in the next frame. Further

information about block matching techniques may be found in PCT Application No.

PCT/CA20 12/000057, filed Jan. 20, 2012 and entitled "Image Processing Method for

Detecting Objects Using Relative Motion", which is hereby incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety. The collected trajectories are stored and their spatial

properties are evaluated per frame set in steps 154H and 1541.

[0099] More particularly, in step 154H, the collected trajectories are dewarped.

Each trajectory is then linearly fitted using robust regression techniques. If the fitted

trajectories meet the criteria set by various threshold (such as sufficient length or time),

they are saved. The intersection of these fitted trajectories gives the location of the



vanishing point for each steering angle bin. For instance, FIG. 3 shows an example in

which trajectories 62 are shown in a warped image space (due to the wide angle lens

used in the camera) and FIG. 14 shows trajectories 162' in a dewarped space. FIG. 15

shows the trajectories in the dewarped image linearly fitted to generate substantially

linear trajectories 162", enabling a vanishing point VP to estimated (note that FIG. 5 is

a mirror image of FIG. 14 utilizing a different scale).

[00100] Pseudo code for the vanishing point detection module 154 is presented in

FIG. 16. Since the vanishing point is detected and recorded per different steering angle

bin, and the threshold values as well as some processing data such as the location of

ROI vary depending on the vehicle speed and steering angle, the vanishing point

detection module stores the data necessary for the next module in a structured format

called a "trajectory structure". The number of elements in the trajectory structure

depends on the number of steering bins. The most important elements of this structure

are:

[00101] (a) Steering bin width. Since it is not feasible to account for each single

angle, the bins have been designed to include a group of angles. The number of

angles allocated to each bin is determined by an external function.

[00102] (b) Pre-configured set of frames. The duration for which each feature is

tracked is determined by this number of frames. After reaching this number a new set

of features are selected and tracked. The estimation of vanishing points is also

conditioned upon the number of frames. The duration of the tracking is dependent

upon the steering angle range in consideration, with a sharper steering angle being

accounted for by a shorter track length translated into smaller number of frames.

[00103] (c) ROI location. The image region in which the initial features are

selected.

[00104] (d) Number of features threshold per trajectory. The minimum number of

features each trajectory must have in order to be qualified for further processing.

[00105] (e) Number of trajectories for estimation of vanishing point. A minimum

number of trajectories are preferably used or needed to find the vanishing point.

[00106] As shown, at the initial stage, the speed bin value is checked and the

trajectory structure is updated accordingly. After this step, the code checks a few

conditions and depending on the condition, different tasks are performed. If during the



tracking process a speed bin change occurs, the trajectory structure is updated. The

updated trajectory parameters are not applied to the tracking process, until the next set

of tracking. This will not affect the performance since the speed bin does not vary in a

shorter time frame than the tracking duration.

[00107] C. Vanishing Line Detection

[00108] A self-explanatory flowchart of the vanishing line detection module 156 is

shown in FIG. 17. This module is the intermediate step between the vanishing point

and the camera rotational angle estimation modules 154, 158. The vanishing line is

estimated using a collection of vanishing points obtained during the different normal

driving turning maneuvers of the vehicle. Since the estimated vanishing points lie on

the visible vanishing line, the best vote vanishing points for each steering range can be

used to estimate the vanishing line using a robust fitting scheme. The estimation of the

vanishing point in each bin itself may preferably be further refined by statistical voting.

To estimate the vanishing line, a well-known robust regression technique in which the

linear line parameters are iteratively estimated using least square method has been

applied at step 156D.

[00109] D. Rotation Angle Estimation

[00110] Once the vanishing line is estimated, the parameters of the vanishing line

are used as inputs to the rotational angle estimation module 158. The output of this

module is the final OC output - the camera rotational angles. FIG. 18 shows a flowchart

of the algorithm used in this module. Note that the initial output 158E of this module is

with respect to the camera coordinate system. The rotations in the camera coordinate

system can then be transformed to the vehicle coordinate system as shown above in

Table 1.

[OOlll] Referring additionally to FIG. , knowing the location of the principal

point, the vertical distance d of this point to the vanishing line as well as the distance d

of a projection point to the central vanishing point are computed. Based on the

geometrical relationship between the vanishing line and the actual camera angles, a

and β angles are estimated. Note that the X , Y and Z coordinates are the camera

coordinate system axes, as shown in FIG. 1E .

[00112] It has been discovered that the a and β angles map uniquely to the d

and d2 distances, so in order to estimate these angles a lookup table is employed. This



lookup table is created by varying the front camera a and β angles and recording the

resultant d and d2 distances for each combination of input a and β angles. A small

portion of a sample lookup table is presented in Table 3 below. The i and d2

distances can be used as indexes into the lookup table for the determination of the a

and β angles (it should also be understood that the exact relationship between a β

and di , d2 will differ depending on the particular arrangements and selection of cameras

for each target vehicle).

152.5114 2.6061 62.6000 -0.4000
152.5134 1.9546 62.6000 -0.3000
152.5149 1.3030 62 .6000 -0.2000
152.5158 0.6515 62 .6000 -0.1000
152.5161 0.0000 62 .6000 0
152.5158 0.6515 62. 6000 0.1000
152.5149 1.3030 62.6000 0.2000
152.5134 1.9546 62.6000 0.3000
152.5114 2.6061 62 .6000 0.4000
152.5087 3.2576 62 .6000 0.5000

Table 3

[00113] To find the roll angle or Y , the camera calibration equation is used to

solve for the only unknown parameter. The camera calibration equation is defined as:

(1)

where X , Y, and Z are the camera coordinate system and the coordinates (x/z, y/z) are

the image coordinates. The K parameter is the matrix of the camera intrinsic

parameters as shown in equation (2):

f 0 axisX
pixel Size

K = 0 / axisY
pixel Size (2)

0 0

where is the focal length, axisX and axisY are the coordinates of the principal point.

The matrix R is the combination of three rotational matrices shown in equation (3):



R =R.. R R (3)

where parameters , β and Y represent the angles of rotation around the camera

coordinate system axes X , Y, and Z , respectively. The matrix T is the translation matrix

shown in equation (4):

0 0 / ,

0 I 0 t2 (4)

0 0 1 /

where ti, t
2 ,

and t3 are the translations along the X , Y, and Z axes. Assuming the world

coordinates of the central vanishing point on the ground plane of the camera coordinate

system to be X= 0 , Y = ∞ , Z = 0 , the projection in the image plane(cvpX = image x

coordinate of the central vanishing point in the image plane) is already estimated.

Thus, for the projection of the central vanishing point onto the image plane, = cvpx

and y = . Note that the world coordinates of the central vanishing point are

independent of the camera's position with respect to the vehicle.

[00114] Replacing K , R , and T in equation (1) with known , , X , Y, Z , x , and y,

results in equation (5) in which only the roll angle v nis unknown.

A o +B =C

where,

A-f sin a sin β (5)

B - / cos

C = (cvpX - axisX)s ' a cos β

[00115] By solving the sinusoidal equation, the last rotation angle or roll angle or

v is estimated.

[00116] III. REAR CAMERA

[00117] The approach for the rear camera 12b may be similar to the approach for

the front camera 12a discussed above. However, the ROI location will be different

since the tracking direction is the opposite of the front camera. And the angle/distance

lookup table will also be different due to the different geometries involved. Optionally,

the rear camera may be calibrated by processing the overlapping image data based on



a calibrated sideview camera, such as in a similar manner as discussed below with

respect to the calibration of the sideview cameras.

[00118] IV. SIDE CAMERAS

[00119] The side cameras 12c, 12d, which are installed in the mirrors on the side

of the vehicle, also need to be calibrated online during the life cycle of the system 100

to assure the seamless stitching of the images captured by all four cameras. In the

following the concept behind the overall algorithm 170, shown in FIG. 20, is discussed

using the right side camera as an example.

[00120] In the case where the rotation of the camera around the Z-axis (Rz) is

non-zero then, as indicated by the left side of the condition at 170D, it is feasible to use

an algorithm similar to the OC algorithm 150 for front and rear cameras to calibrate the

side cameras. However, in the case where Rz = 0 , then the initial processing of the

image data would indicate that the estimated trajectories are parallel and this itself is

sufficient to estimate Rz and Ry. However, since the estimated trajectories are all

parallel to each other, there is no valid intersection which would allow for the estimation

of Rx (the angle at which the camera is pointing at the ground). Thus, for the

estimation of Rx, the below aspect of the invention is suitable for use.

[00121] A . Non-Parallel Motion Trajectories

[00122] In the case where Rz ≠ 0 , steps 170E and 170F for detecting vanishing

points and the vanishing line resemble that of steps 154 and 156 of the OC algorithm

150 shown in FIG. 9 . For example, in the coordinate system defined in FIG. 2 1, the

instantaneous vehicle motion is along the vehicular - X axis and the camera is mounted

on the side of vehicle observing the scene, so the side camera points in the direction of

the vehicular +Y axis. Feature points are selected and tracked over a set of image

frames. For instance, feature points 172a, 172b, 172c were tracked in a previous frame

and points 174a, 174b, 174c indicate the locations of the respective feature points in

the image plane. A set of parallel lines in the real world in the direction of the motion of

the vehicle (parallel to the vehicular X-axis), when projected back to the image plane,

will also intersect at a central vanishing point, although the location of this point in the

side camera image plane will vary considerably in comparison to the central vanishing

point of the front-facing camera.

[00123] For example, and with reference to the schematic diagram of FIG. 22,

which shows an image plane provided by the side camera, the motion trajectories 176,



77 of two feature points are tracked and recorded in the image plane. FIG. 23 shows

the trajectories 176, 177 after being dewarped and regression-fitted to yield two lines

176', 177'. Since the Rz angle is typically low, the central vanishing point will lies

outside the image frame. However, thus, to present the vanishing point in a more

convenient fashion, FIG. 24 presents a higher Rz angle to simulate the intersection of

two dewarped, regression-fitted trajectories 176", 177" (this is done simply for visual

convenience as the principle and the mathematics behind the approach remains the

same). The intersection of these lines leads to the detection of the central vanishing

point VP0 for the side camera.

[00124] Another example of this phenomenon is shown in FIG. 25, where several

features are tracked over a short period of time in a real video sequence 184 and their

corresponding motion trajectories 182a... 182n are noted. As will be seen in FIGS. 26

and 27, the motion trajectories 182a... 182n are dewarped in plot 186 and be fitted

using straight lines 182a'... 182n' in plot 188. The intersection of these lines leads to

the detection of the side camera central vanishing point 190 (note that the trajectories in

FIGS. 26 and 27 look upside down when compared to the ones plotted in FIG. 25

because the directions of the Y-axis are reversed in the image frames of the video

sequence 184 and the plots 186, 188).

[00125] As in the case of the front camera, tracking the motion trajectories of

various features over different steering angles for a short period of time or distance will

yield different vanishing points, from which a vanishing line for the side camera can be

estimated.

[00126] The combination of the central vanishing point (for the zero degree

steering heading) and the vanishing line can then be used to determine the three

rotation angles as illustrated in FIG. 28. As before, the R and R angles are a function

of the two projected distances, di and d2. In this situation, however, it was discovered

that due to the spatial relationships between the vehicle side camera and vehicular

coordinate axis, the Ry angle can be conveniently determined by simply measuring the

angle projected by the central vanishing point on the image horizontal.

[00127] B. Parallel Motion Trajectories

[00128] In the case where Rz = 0 , the detected trajectories are estimated to be

parallel or almost parallel, in which case the detection of the Rx angle is not feasible

using the vanishing line algorithm described above. This is because of the fact that the



parallel trajectories do not have a valid intersection point and thus, cannot be used to

estimate Rx. Instead, we exploit the overlapping region between the side cameras and

the front (or rear) camera. For example, FIGS. 3 1 and 32 show the simultaneous

capture of the same scene 190 using the front camera (FIG. 31) and side camera (FIG.

32).

[00129] In the case where Rz = 0 , the algorithm 170 (FIG. 20) follows the right

branch of the condition at step 170D and works by identifying at steps 170H and 1701

corresponding feature points 192a-c, which are visible in both (front and side) views of

the same scene or region 190. Since the front (or rear) camera is already calibrated

using the independent calibration algorithm 150, the physical location of the features

192a-c in the front (or rear) view (such as shown in FIG. 31) can be computed

accurately with respect to the vehicle coordinate system. Since the real physical

location of these features 192a-c is the same even when viewed by the side camera,

the precise physical locations of the several feature points 192a-c in the side camera is

thus known. Based on the known locations of the feature points and thus the expected

pixel location of those points in the side camera's imaging array, the system may readily

determine if the actual feature points as detected are at the expected location. If the

detected feature points in the captured images are at the expected locations, then the

system determines that the side camera is calibrated. If the detected feature points in

the captured images are not at the expected locations (and are outside of a threshold

distance or number of pixels from the expected locations), then the system determines

that the side camera is not calibrated and may adjust the image processing accordingly.

[00130] The system thus can use the object location as detected by the calibrated

forward facing camera to determine the calibration or alignment or misalignment of the

sideward facing camera by processing the image data of the overlap area of the two

cameras. For example, given the fact that both the pixel location and the physical

location of several points are known for a particular side camera, the rotational angles

are computed at step 170J using homography. Let x represent the set of pixels whose

corresponding pixels were located in both of the views, x " as the location of the un-

warped pixels and X as the set of physical locations in the vehicle coordinate system.

[00131] In other words, define

x : {(X y , (x2, y2) , (x3, y3), } , where (x,, y,) is the location of the i h pixel

for the i h feature point , and



χ ' : {(χ ', y0, (χ2 , y2 ) , (x3 , ya), ···}, where ( ', y,') is the location of the i h

pixel for the i h feature point in the dewarped space. Then,

X = H x', (6)

where H is the homography matrix.

[00132] Given the fact that the correspondences can be collected over a period of

time, we end up with an over-determined system in which there is ample data which

can be used to estimate the rotational matrix represented in the homography.

[00133] Thus, this is a more generic approach for the estimation of the rotational

angles of the side cameras which uses the overlap between the side and front (or rear)

cameras and based on the physical location of the corresponding features, optimally

estimates the rotational parameters which define the side camera.

[00134] However, this approach is not the sole one which is used for the angle

estimation of the side cameras. To enhance the accuracy of the system, this approach

may be conditioned upon the accuracy of the angles estimated for the front or the rear

cameras. Any error in the estimation of those estimations would thus propagate to the

estimation of the angles for the side cameras. Furthermore, this approach can work

alongside the approach using vanishing points to have a redundant system whose

accuracy could be self verified and which would lead to a much more confident and

accurate system.

[00135] The foregoing description has described how the algorithm for the front

camera uses motion tracking to detect vanishing points for different steering angles.

Once the vanishing line is constructed, the camera rotational angles are estimated

using the geometrical properties of the vanishing line and the spatial location of the

principal point in the image plane. The detection of key features allows for only a very

limited amount of tracking (motion estimation). The trajectories estimated are more

reliable owing to longer detection and the easy tracking of the key detected features.

This approach allows for more flexibility as the number of frames for tracking

trajectories can be reduced or increased based on algorithm input. For the side

cameras, an additional redundancy is built into the processing which allows for more

robust systems. The side camera algorithm accounts for the difficulty in estimation of

the Rx angle by using the overlap between the two views of the same scene from the

side and the front (or rear) cameras.



[00136] Thus, the present invention provides an online calibration (OC) method or

system for automatically calibrating the forward, rearward and/or sideward facing

cameras of a vehicle, after the vehicle has left the assembly plant and is being driven

along a road. The online calibration of the front and/or rear cameras may be

accomplished at any time by estimating vanishing points using relative motion between

the vehicle and different feature points in the field of view, and using a locus of these

vanishing points obtained during the turning of the vehicle to estimate the vanishing

line, and estimating rotational angles using the camera intrinsic data and the estimated

vanishing point and line.

[00137] However, and as can be seen in the likes of FIG. 32, a vanishing point

technique is not suitable for online calibration of either of the side mounted cameras

(that typically are included in the respective sideview mirror assemblies at the driver

and passenger sides of the vehicle), which have a field of view that is generally mostly

downward and that includes a considerable amount or portion of the side of the vehicle.

Although the side of the vehicle can be useful in calibration of an exterior mirror

mounted camera (such as described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 7,991 ,522; 7,877,175; and

7,720,580, which are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entireties), some

OEMs or automakers may favor an online calibration system or method that is agnostic

as to the shape or form or condition of the side of the vehicle. This is because different

models of vehicles (for example, a Mercedes M-class SUV compared to a Mercedes S-

Class luxury sedan) will have different profiles and styling, and some OEMs prefer an

online calibration system/software that is usable across that OEMs entire model lineup,

without need to customize the calibration system/software for any particular

model/vehicle thereof. Furthermore, should the side of the vehicle imaged by the likes

of the driver or passenger side camera be damaged or changed during the lifetime or

use of the vehicle, this can potentially impact a calibration system that relies at least in

part on referencing to the imaged side of the vehicle.

[00138] Because the field of view of the side cameras is principally downward and

principally sideward of the vehicle, application of an online calibration algorithm or

approach that may work well for online calibration of a front or rear camera of the

vehicle may not work well for either of the side cameras. The side cameras, like the

front and rear cameras, on a given vehicle are preferably equipped with a wide angle

lens, most preferably with a lens that provides around a 185 degree or thereabouts field

of view, so that the field of view of, for example, the driver side camera overlaps with



the field of view of the front camera and the field of view of the rear camera. Thus, in

the respective overlapping region, the respective images may be seamlessly or

substantially seamlessly merged, preferably in a top view or bird's eye view format or

manner, utilizing techniques such as described in PCT Application No.

PCT/US1 0/25545, filed Feb. 26, 2010 and published on Sep. 2 , 2010 as International

Publication No. WO 2010/099416, and/or PCT Application No. PCT/US1 0/47256, filed

Aug. 3 1 , 2010 and published Mar. 10, 201 1 as International Publication No. WO

201 1/028686, and/or PCT Application No. PCT/US1 1/62755, filed Dec. 1, 201 1

(Attorney Docket MAG04 FP-1790(PCT)), and/or U.S. patent application Ser. No.

13/333,337, filed Dec. 2 1, 201 1 (Attorney Docket DON01 P-1797), and/or U.S.

provisional applications, Ser. No. 61/615,410, filed Mar. 26, 2012; Ser. No. 61/588,833,

filed Jan. 20, 2012; Ser. No. 61/570,017, filed Dec. 13, 201 1; Ser. No. 61/568,791 , filed

Dec. 9 , 201 1; Ser. No. 61/559,970, filed Nov. 15, 201 1; Ser. No. 61/540,256, filed Sep.

28, 201 1, which are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entireties.

[00139] In accordance with the present invention, the overlapping region between

the driver side camera and the front camera (or rear camera) and the overlapping

region between the passenger side camera and the front camera (or rear camera) may

be used to calibrate the side viewing cameras without recourse to estimation of the

likes of vanishing points or lines and the like. For example, the overlapping region

between the adjacent cameras may be used to calibrate the sideward viewing cameras,

such as via detecting or determining corresponding features between overlapping

regions and using these corresponding features to adjust the relative calibration of the

different cameras. Of course, but less preferably, the rear camera (and overlapping

region of the side camera field of view and the rear camera field of view) could be used

to calibrate one or both of the side cameras in a similar manner.

[00140] As discussed above, the forward facing camera (or optionally the

rearward facing camera) may be calibrated via processing of image data to determine a

pixel location of the vanishing point of perspective lines as the vehicle travels along a

road. When the forward facing camera is thus properly calibrated, the vanishing point

pixel location is known (based on the initial end of line highly accurate calibration of the

forward facing camera at the vehicle assembly plant), and the system is operable to

process image data captured by the forward facing camera to determine if the current

or determined vanishing point is at the expected pixel location in the captured images.

If the determined vanishing point is at the expected pixel location (or within a threshold



number of pixels or degrees from the expected pixel location), the system determines

that the camera is calibrated to within an acceptable threshold or tolerance level. If the

determined vanishing point is not at the expected pixel location (or is more than a

threshold number of pixels or degrees away from the expected pixel location), the

system may shift the image processing to "re-center" or align the camera.

[00141] Such a vanishing point based calibration method does not work as well for

sideview cameras, such as indicated previously and as shown by comparison of FIG.

3 1 and FIG. 32, which show that what is seen by the front camera is radically different

than what is seen by the side camera. The side view camera is particularly effective at

looking at the ground and so is good at picking out the likes of curbs and other such

ground level features. Thus, the present invention processes the overlap region of the

fields of view of the forward facing camera and the sideward facing camera (by

detecting objects or features, such as a curb or other ground level features, that

transition from the front camera field of view to the side camera field of view through the

overlap region) to determine if the sideward facing camera is calibrated or aligned and

to correct for any misalignment or threshold degree of misalignment that may be

determined from such processing.

[00142] Thus, when the forward facing camera is properly calibrated or aligned,

the system may process the overlap regions of the fields of view of the forward facing

camera and one or both sideward facing cameras. For example, and with reference to

FIGS. 3 1 and 32, when an object (such as a vehicle or mailbox or a sign or a pole or a

curb or the like at a side and forward of the vehicle) is detected in the forward facing

camera's field of view, the system will also, as the subject or host or equipped vehicle

approaches the object, detect the object in the side camera's field of view, and at an

overlapping region of the side camera's field of view and the front camera's field of view

(note the overlapping area 190 in FIGS. 3 1 and 32). Based on the original end of

assembly line calibration at the vehicle assembly plant (or recent calibration or

confirmed calibration of the front camera), the system, responsive to a determination of

the location of the object in the front camera's field of view, knows where the object

should appear in the side camera's field of view (such as a pixel coordinate or the like)

when the object transitions from the front field of view to the side field of view and is in

the overlapping area of the front and side camera's fields of view.



[00143] Thus, for online calibration of a side camera, taking for example, the

driver side camera, an overlap calibration routine can be deployed as follows: First, the

calibration of the forward facing camera is assured or confirmed, such as by a

recalibration of the front camera or verification of the calibration of the front camera,

such as by utilizing the likes of the aforementioned / described vanishing point

technique. Now, with an assured forward facing camera calibration (i.e., a "gold

standard" calibration for the front camera), an object (such as a curb or curbside

mailbox or the like) is identified ahead of the vehicle as the vehicle moves forward.

Initially, the identified object or feature is in the forward field of view of the forward

facing camera, and, as the vehicle continues to travel forward, the identified object or

feature transitions into the overlap region, where it is seen by both the front and driver

side cameras. From an original end of line calibration or equivalent, the expected

location in the video image frames captured by the sideview camera of the object or

feature transitioning through the overlap region from a properly calibrated front camera

is a defined known location (such as a defined pixel location or pixel coordinates or

group of pixels). At that moment in time, the system can analyze or process the video

data/frames being captured by the sideview camera and can determine where in the

captured frames the object of interest (such as, for example, a curb or the like) is

actually occurring at that moment in time.

[00144] Then, by straightforward comparison of where in the frame (i.e. what pixel

or pixel coordinates or pixel group) the object of interest is actually occurring to where

the object of interest should occur in a properly calibrated side camera, the system can

readily estimate or determine whether or not the side camera is in or out of calibration

and, if the side camera is out of calibration, the system can further determine by how

much the side camera is out of calibration (such as by a number of degrees or pixels).

Knowing this, an image shift or an equivalent image processing adjustment can be

made to the image or image data or image processing to calibrate the sideview camera,

so an online calibration of the sideview camera is achieved using the overlap calibration

technique of the present invention without recourse to or need of vanishing point

techniques or the like. By providing a known calibrated front camera ("the gold

standard calibration") and by calculating where in the overlap region the object of

interest that is transitioning therethrough from the front camera to where it should be

versus where it is in the side camera's field of view, the present invention determines

whether or not the side camera is calibrated (to within a desired or predetermined



threshold level) and can adjust the images or image data or image processing to

account for any determined misalignment of the side camera.

[00145] Thus, the system detects the object in the front camera's field of view and,

as the vehicle continues to move forward, the object enters the side camera's field of

view (at the overlap region of the fields of view of the adjacent cameras), and the

system can determine if the object (as detected by the side camera) is at the expected

location (such as a pixel location of the imaging array of the side camera) and thus can

determine if the side camera is calibrated or aligned properly or within a threshold level

of alignment. If the object is not at the expected pixel location or coordinates in the

sideward camera's field of view, the system or processor may shift the images or image

processing to accommodate the misalignment and to thus calibrate the sideward facing

camera or cameras (such that the expected pixel location corresponds to the detected

location of the object in the overlapping region of the side camera's field of view). For

example, if the object or feature point (as detected in the front camera's field of view

and at the overlapping region) is expected to be detected by the side camera at pixel

coordinates 150, 380 (pixel coordinates of the imaging array of the side camera), but

the object or feature point is determined to be detected by the side camera at pixel

coordinates 160, 385, then the system shifts the expected pixel coordinates to the right

ten pixels and up five pixels to correspond with the actual detected location of the

object or feature point in the side camera's imaging array. Thus, the system

electronically calibrates the side camera via adjustment of image processing of the

image data captured by the side camera and based on image data captured by a

properly calibrated front camera or forward facing camera.

[00146] Optionally, the vision system may include a triggering module that triggers

or commences the calibration process if the trigger module detects that one of the front,

rear and side cameras is out of calibration or misaligned by more than a threshold

degree or amount. When the triggering module detects such a misalignment of one or

more of the cameras, the OC system operates to calibrate the cameras back to within a

predetermined threshold level of alignment or misalignment. A termination module may

function to determine when the cameras are calibrated to within the threshold level and

may stop the calibration process and reset the triggering module. The threshold level

of misalignment upon detection of which the triggering module triggers the calibration

process is preferably greater than the threshold level of misalignment upon detection of

which the termination module stops the calibration process. In other words, the



triggering module may not trigger the calibration system until a misalignment of, for

example, five degrees or three pixels or the like is detected, while the termination

module may not stop the calibration process or cycle until the detected misalignment is,

for example, at or less than two degrees or two pixels or the like, such that the cameras

are better calibrated or more properly aligned upon completion of the calibration system

than they were just prior to the triggering module triggering the calibration system.

[00147] A block diagram of the OC system or method is shown in FIG. 33 and an

OC sequence diagram is shown in FIG. 34. As shown in the sequence diagram, the

OC method includes a triggering module and a termination module. Based on the

evaluation of the alignment or misalignment of the various cameras, the trigger module

generates a misalignment mode which describes the different combinations of the

stitched edges that are misaligned. The trigger module receives the four images (or

image data from each of the four cameras), video attributes and reset signal as inputs.

The trigger module looks at the overlap regions (the image data captured by pixels that

correspond to the overlap regions of the cameras as known or predicted for calibrated

cameras) and generates a four-element trigger code that shows which edges need to

be re-aligned. If the trigger module receives the reset signal from the OC_Control

module, it will reset the trigger code to its initial default state. As shown in the diagram

of FIG. 35, when the reset signal is not activated, the misalignment for all the edges are

checked and based on the results the trigger code is generated and sent to the

OC_Controller. A configuration file consists of the necessary parameters for the

misalignment function. This configuration is called in OC_Control and also the

OC_Overlap subsystem.

[00148] FIG. 36 shows a list of states that the trigger module generates based on

the results of misalignment. The first column shows the list of edges that are

misaligned. Note that the states of rows 2 , 3 , 5 , 6 , 9 and 1 should not happen in real

time. FD, RD, RP, and FP represent : Front-Driver edge, Rear-Driver Edge, Rear-

Passenger Edge, and Front-Passenger Edge.

[00149] The termination module, when activated, evaluates the results coming

from the activated OC and, based on the results, generates a termination code for the

OC_controller. Note that if the reset signal for the termination module is ON, this

module resets its internal variables and parameters. The two new inputs for the



termination module are the OC enabling signals. In this case, the termination module

knows all the time which OC is activated.

[00150] A block diagram of the termination module function is shown in FIG. 37.

In the waiting process, the termination module checks the status of the active OC and

estimates the time duration. The termination module then estimates if the active OC

has produced any result within the set time. If the wait threshold has been reached with

no acceptable results, the termination will generate the appropriate code depending on

the reason of termination. Once the controller receives the termination code

(successful or unsuccessful) it will reset the termination module.

[00151] The OC control module controls the overall OC system based on the

inputs and output of the overall OC system (feed-back controller). A block diagram of

the OC control functions is shown in FIGS. 38A and 38B. Depending on defined states,

the OC_Controller functions differently. The different functionalities are defined as

'States.' The states may include, for example, 'Ready', 'Processing', 'Restart', and

'Shutdown'. The number of states may increase when more OC finishing codes are

introduced (for example, State 1 (OC finished with stable results) and State 4 (OC is

running for a long distance with no results) may comprise finishing codes). When the

trigger module sends a trigger code to the controller, it consequently generates a code

(Action Code) that decides which OC to run and in which order. This main code is

determined based on the pre-defined state tables in the configuration file. It then

changes the state to 'Processing'. When the termination module sends a termination

code to the controller, the state will change accordingly and depending on the

termination code, either the next in line OC will run or the same OC will run after a

suspension period or the whole system is shut down. At the final stage when all the

necessary calibrations are finished, the OC control checks the four-edge misalignment

status and produces the final results. If the calibrations were successful, the system

restarts and the trigger module gets activated. Otherwise, the state is set to

'Shutdown'. Additional outputs are OC suspend signals. When the OC system is

suspended, it is still active but bypasses the frames until the suspend signal is reset.

[00152] Based on the misaligned edges detected by the triggering module, the OC

control block determines the sequence of calibration of the different cameras. To

generate the proper logic state the OC control may use a table in the configuration file



that provides the output state based on the input from the trigger module. An example

of such a table is shown in FIG. 39.

[00153] Thus, the present invention provides a means for calibrating sideview or

sideward facing cameras at the side of a vehicle (such as disposed at or near an

exterior rearview mirror assembly of the vehicle and having a generally downwardly and

sidewardly field of view). To calibrate the sideward facing cameras, the present

invention processes the overlapping regions in the adjacent camera fields of view (such

as in the forward facing camera field of view and the sideward facing camera field of

view) and to detect corresponding features and locations thereof in the respective fields

of view. Because the front or forward facing camera (or optionally the rear or rearward

facing camera) is already calibrated before calibration of the sideward facing camera is

commenced, the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters for these cameras are known. A

block diagram of the sideward facing camera overlap based calibration method is

shown in FIG. 40, while a block diagram of the estimation of the corresponding features

between two images from two different cameras is shown in FIG. 4 1. Using the

corresponding features as an input, the system may estimate the homography between

the two observed scenes, and using the estimated homography and the known extrinsic

parameters of one camera, the system may estimate the rotation matrix and translation

matrix for the second camera, and the system may then estimate the Euler angles for

the second from the rotation matrix. The system may thus solve the homography to

estimate the extrinsic parameters for the unknown cameras.

[00154] The present invention may monitor the front, rear and side cameras to

determine if a misalignment occurs, and may periodically or episodically or continuously

conduct such monitoring. If the system determines that a side camera appears to be

misaligned (based on comparison of a location of a detected object in the side camera's

field of view to a location of the detected object in the overlapping portion of the front

camera's field of view, such as described above), the system may first, before adjusting

the image or image processing of the side camera, confirm that the front camera is

properly aligned or calibrated, such as via the vanishing point and vanishing line

analysis, such as described above. After the system has calibrated the front camera or

confirmed that the front camera is calibrated to within a desired or predetermined

tolerance level, the system may then recheck the side camera calibration and, if it

determines that the side camera still is misaligned, proceed with determining the

degree of misalignment of the side camera and calibrating the side camera accordingly.



Thus, by first confirming alignment and proper calibration of the front camera before

proceeding with calibrating or adjusting the side camera, the system avoids potentially

erroneous calibrations or adjustments of the side camera that may otherwise occur if

the side camera is adjusted based on comparison of side camera image data to image

data captured by a misaligned front camera.

[00155] The vision system thus may provide a display of a top-down view or bird's

eye view of the vehicle or a surround view at the vehicle, such as by utilizing aspects of

the vision systems described in PCT Application No. PCT/US1 0/25545, filed Feb. 26,

2010 and published on Sep. 2 , 2010 as International Publication No. WO 2010/099416,

and/or PCT Application No. PCT/US1 0/47256, filed Aug. 3 1 , 2010 and published Mar.

10, 201 1 as International Publication No. WO 201 1/028686, and/or PCT Application No.

PCT/US1 1/62755, filed Dec. 1, 201 (Attorney Docket MAG04 FP-1790(PCT)), and/or

U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/333,337, filed Dec. 2 1, 201 1 (Attorney Docket

DON01 P-1797), and/or U.S. provisional applications, Ser. No. 61/615,410, filed Mar.

26, 2012; Ser. No. 61/588,833, filed Jan. 20, 2012; Ser. No. 61/570,01 7 , filed Dec. 13,

201 1; Ser. No. 61/568,791 , filed Dec. 9 , 201 1; Ser. No. 61/559,970, filed Nov. 15 , 201 1;

Ser. No. 61/540,256, filed Sep. 28, 201 1, which are hereby incorporated herein by

reference in their entireties.

[00156] The imaging sensors and their photosensor arrays may comprise any

suitable camera or sensing device, such as, for example, an array of a plurality of

photosensor elements arranged in 640 columns and 480 rows (a 640 x 480 imaging

array), with a respective lens focusing images onto respective portions of the array.

The photosensor array may comprise a plurality of photosensor elements arranged in a

photosensor array having rows and columns. The logic and control circuit of the

imaging sensors may function in any known manner, such as in the manner described

in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,550,677; 5,877,897; 6,498,620; 5,670,935; 5,796,094; and/or

6,396,397, and/or U.S. provisional applications, Ser. No. 61/539,049, filed Sep. 26,

20 1; Ser. No. 61/537,279, filed Sep. 2 1, 201 1; Ser. No. 61/513,745, filed Aug. 1, 201 1;

Ser. No. 61/51 ,738, filed Jul. 26, 201 1; and/or Ser. No. 61/503,098, filed Jun. 30,

201 1, which are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entireties.

[00157] The imaging device and control and image processor and any associated

illumination source, if applicable, may comprise any suitable components, and may

utilize aspects of the cameras and vision systems described in U.S. Pat. Nos.



5,550,677; 5,877,897; 6,498,620; 5,670,935; 5,796,094; 6,396,397; 6,806,452;

6,690,268; 7,005,974; 7,123,168; 7,004,606; 6,946,978; 7,038,577; 6,353,392;

6,320,176; 6,31 3,454; and/or 6,824,281 , and/or International Publication No. WO

2010/099416, published Sep. 2 , 20 0, and/or PCT Application No. PCT/US1 0/47256,

filed Aug. 31, 2010, and/or U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/508,840, filed Jul. 24,

2009, and published Jan. 28, 2010 as U.S. Pat. Publication No. US 2010-0020170;

and/or U.S. provisional applications, Ser. No. 61/513,745, filed Aug. 1, 201 1; Ser. No.

61/51 ,738, filed Jul. 26, 201 ; and/or Ser. No. 61/503,098, filed Jun. 30, 201 1, which

are all hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entireties. The camera or

cameras may comprise any suitable cameras or imaging sensors or camera modules,

and may utilize aspects of the cameras or sensors described in U.S. patent

applications, Ser. No. 12/091 ,359, filed Apr. 24, 2008 and published Oct. 1, 2009 as

U.S. Publication No. US-2009-0244361 ; and/or U.S. Pat. Nos. 7,965,336 and/or

7,480,149, which are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entireties. The

imaging array sensor may comprise any suitable sensor, and may utilize various

imaging sensors or imaging array sensors or cameras or the like, such as a pixelated

imaging array sensor, such as a CMOS imaging array sensor, a CCD sensor or other

sensors or the like, such as the types described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,550,677; 5,670,935;

5,760,962; 5,715,093; 5,877,897; 6,922,292; 6,757,109; 6,717,610; 6,590,719;

6,201 ,642; 6,498,620; 5,796,094; 6,097,023; 6,320,176; 6,559,435; 6,831 ,261 ;

6,806,452; 6,396,397; 6,822,563; 6,946,978; 7,339,149; 7,038,577; 7,004,606;

7,965,336; and/or 7,720,580, and/or PCT Application No. PCT/US2008/076022, filed

Sep. 11, 2008 and published Mar. 19, 2009 as International Publication No.

WO/2009/036176, and/or PCT Application No. PCT/US2008/078700, filed Oct. 3 , 2008

and published Apr. 9 , 2009 as International Publication No. WO/2009/046268, which

are all hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entireties.

[00158] The camera module and circuit chip or board and imaging sensor may be

implemented and operated in connection with various vehicular vision-based systems,

and/or may be operable utilizing the principles of such other vehicular systems, such as

a vehicle headlamp control system, such as the type disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos.

5,796,094; 6,097,023; 6,320,176; 6,559,435; 6,831 ,261 ; 7,004,606; 7,339,149; and/or

7,526,103, which are all hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entireties, a

rain sensor, such as the types disclosed in commonly assigned U.S. Pat. Nos.

6,353,392; 6,313,454; 6,320,176; and/or 7,480,149, which are hereby incorporated



herein by reference in their entireties, a vehicle vision system, such as a forwardly,

sidewardly or rearwardly directed vehicle vision system utilizing principles disclosed in

U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,550,677; 5,670,935; 5,760,962; 5,877,897; 5,949,331 ; 6,222,447;

6,302,545; 6,396,397; 6,498,620; 6,523,964; 6,6 1,202; 6,201 ,642; 6,690,268;

6,717,610; 6,757,109; 6,802,617; 6,806,452; 6,822,563; 6,891 ,563; 6,946,978; and/or

7,859,565, which are all hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entireties, a

trailer hitching aid or tow check system, such as the type disclosed in U.S. Pat. No.

7,005,974, which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in its entirety, a reverse or

sideward imaging system, such as for a lane change assistance system or lane

departure warning system or for a blind spot or object detection system, such as

imaging or detection systems of the types disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 7,881 ,496;

7,720,580; 7,038,577; 5,929,786 and/or 5,786,772, and/or U.S. provisional applications,

Ser. No. 60/628,709, filed Nov. 17, 2004; Ser. No. 60/614,644, filed Sep. 30, 2004; Ser.

No. 60/618,686, filed Oct. 14, 2004; Ser. No. 60/638,687, filed Dec. 23, 2004, which are

hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entireties, a video device for internal

cabin surveillance and/or video telephone function, such as disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos.

5,760,962; 5,877,897; 6,690,268; and/or 7,370,983, and/or U.S. patent application Ser.

No. 10/538,724, filed Jun. 13, 2005 and published Mar. 9 , 2006 as U.S. Publication No.

US-2006-0050018, which are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their

entireties, a traffic sign recognition system, a system for determining a distance to a

leading or trailing vehicle or object, such as a system utilizing the principles disclosed in

U.S. Pat. Nos. 6,396,397 and/or 7,123,168, which are hereby incorporated herein by

reference in their entireties, and/or the like.

[00159] Optionally, the circuit board or chip may include circuitry for the imaging

array sensor and or other electronic accessories or features, such as by utilizing

compass-on-a-chip or EC driver-on-a-chip technology and aspects such as described in

U.S. Pat. No. 7,255,451 and/or U.S. Pat. No. 7,480,149; and/or U.S. patent

applications, Ser. No. 1/226,628, filed Sep. 14, 2005 and published Mar. 23, 2006 as

U.S. Publication No. US-2006-0061008, and/or Ser. No. 12/578,732, filed Oct. 14, 2009

(Attorney Docket DON01 P-1564), which are hereby incorporated herein by reference

in their entireties.

[00160] Optionally, the vision system may include a display for displaying images

captured by one or more of the imaging sensors for viewing by the driver of the vehicle

while the driver is normally operating the vehicle. Optionally, for example, the vision



system may include a video display device disposed at or in the interior rearview mirror

assembly of the vehicle, such as by utilizing aspects of the video mirror display systems

described in U.S. Pat. No. 6,690,268 and/or U.S. patent application Ser. No.

13/333,337, filed Dec. 2 1, 201 1 (Attorney Docket DON01 P-1797), which are hereby

incorporated herein by reference in their entireties. The video mirror display may

comprise any suitable devices and systems and optionally may utilize aspects of the

compass display systems described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 7,370,983; 7,329,01 3 ; 7,308,341 ;

7,289,037; 7,249,860; 7,004,593; 4,546,551 ; 5,699,044; 4,953,305; 5,576,687;

5,632,092; 5,677,851 ; 5,708,41 0 ; 5,737,226; 5,802,727; 5,878,370; 6,087,953;

6,173,508; 6,222,460; 6,513,252; and/or 6,642,851 , and/or European patent

application, published Oct. 11, 2000 under Publication No. EP 0 1043566, and/or U.S.

patent application Ser. No. 11/226,628, filed Sep. 14, 2005 and published Mar. 23,

2006 as U.S. Publication No. US-2006-0061 008, which are all hereby incorporated

herein by reference in their entireties. Optionally, the video mirror display screen or

device may be operable to display images captured by a rearward viewing camera of

the vehicle during a reversing maneuver of the vehicle (such as responsive to the

vehicle gear actuator being placed in a reverse gear position or the like) to assist the

driver in backing up the vehicle, and optionally may be operable to display the compass

heading or directional heading character or icon when the vehicle is not undertaking a

reversing maneuver, such as when the vehicle is being driven in a forward direction

along a road (such as by utilizing aspects of the display system described in PCT

Application No. PCT/US201 1/056295, filed Oct. 14, 201 1, which is hereby incorporated

herein by reference in its entirety).

[00161] Optionally, the video mirror display may be disposed rearward of and

behind the reflective element assembly and may comprise a display such as the types

disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 7,855,755; 5,530,240; 6,329,925; 7,626,749; 7,581 ,859;

7,338, 177; 7,274,501 ; 7,255,451 ; 7,195,381 ; 7,184,190; 5,668,663; 5,724,187 and/or

6,690,268, and/or in U.S. patent applications, Ser. No. 11/226,628, filed Sep. 14, 2005

and published Mar. 23, 2006 as U.S. Publication No. US-2006-0061008; and/or Ser.

No. 10/538,724, filed Jun. 13, 2005 and published Mar. 9 , 2006 as U.S. Publication No.

US-2006-0050018, which are all hereby incorporated herein by reference in their

entireties. The display is viewable through the reflective element when the display is

activated to display information. The display element may be any type of display

element, such as a vacuum fluorescent (VF) display element, a light emitting diode



(LED) display element, such as an organic light emitting diode (OLED) or an inorganic

light emitting diode, an electroluminescent (EL) display element, a liquid crystal display

(LCD) element, a video screen display element or backlit thin film transistor (TFT)

display element or the like, and may be operable to display various information (as

discrete characters, icons or the like, or in a multi-pixel manner) to the driver of the

vehicle, such as passenger side inflatable restraint (PSIR) information, tire pressure

status, and/or the like. The mirror assembly and/or display may utilize aspects

described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 7,184,190; 7,255,451 ; 7,446,924 and/or 7,338,177, which

are all hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entireties. The thicknesses and

materials of the coatings on the substrates of the reflective element may be selected to

provide a desired color or tint to the mirror reflective element, such as a blue colored

reflector, such as is known in the art and such as described in U.S. Pat. Nos.

5,910,854; 6,420,036; and/or 7,274,501 , which are hereby incorporated herein by

reference in their entireties.

[00162] Optionally, the display or displays and any associated user inputs may be

associated with various accessories or systems, such as, for example, a tire pressure

monitoring system or a passenger air bag status or a garage door opening system or a

telematics system or any other accessory or system of the mirror assembly or of the

vehicle or of an accessory module or console of the vehicle, such as an accessory

module or console of the types described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 7,289,037; 6,877,888;

6,824,281 ; 6,690,268; 6,672,744; 6,386,742; and 6,124,886, and/or U.S. patent

application Ser. No. 10/538,724, filed Jun. 13, 2005 and published Mar. 9 , 2006 as U.S.

Publication No. US-2006-0050018, which are hereby incorporated herein by reference

in their entireties.

[00163] The display or displays may comprise a video display and may utilize

aspects of the video display devices or modules described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 7,855,755;

6,690,268; 7,184,1 90; 7,274,501 ; 7,370,983; and/or 7,446,650, and/or U.S. patent

application Ser. No. 10/538,724, filed Jun. 13, 2005 and published Mar. 9 , 2006 as U.S.

Publication No. US-2006-0050018, which are all hereby incorporated herein by

reference in their entireties. The video display may be operable to display images

captured by one or more imaging sensors or cameras at the vehicle.

[00164] Changes and modifications in the specifically described embodiments

may be carried out without departing from the principles of the present invention, which



is intended to be limited only by the scope of the appended claims as interpreted

according to the principles of patent law.



CLAIMS:

1. A method of dynamically calibrating a given vehicular camera relative to a

reference camera attached to the vehicle, the given camera and the reference camera

comprising pixelated imaging arrays, said method comprising:

identifying an overlapping region in an image frame provided by the given

camera and an image frame provided by the reference camera;

selecting at least one object or at least one portion of an object in the overlapped

region of the reference image frame;

determining expected pixel positions of the selected object or object portion in

the given image frame based on the location of the selected object or object portion in

the reference image frame;

locating pixel positions of the selected object or object portion as detected in the

given image frame; and

determining alignment of the given camera based on a comparison of the pixel

positions of the selected object or object portion in the given image frame to the

expected pixel positions of the selected object or object portion in the given image

frame.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the reference camera comprises a forward

facing camera of the vehicle and the given camera comprises a sideward facing

camera of the vehicle.

3 . The method of claim 2 , wherein said method first determines whether the

forward facing camera is calibrated.

4 . The method of claim 3 , wherein said method determines the calibration of the

forward facing camera by processing the image frame of the forward facing camera to

determine a location of a vanishing point in the image frame and comparing the

determined vanishing point to a predetermined location in the image frame.



5 . The method of claim , including removing distortion in the location of the pixel

positions in the given image frame for the selected object or object portion caused by

use of a wide angle camera lens in the given camera.

6 . The method of claim 5 , including removing distortion in locations of pixel

positions in the reference image frame for the selected object or object portion caused

by use of a wide angle camera lens in the reference camera.
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